Abstract
Introduction
The efficiency of Elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC) lies in the operation speed on elliptic curve [1] . Elliptic curve arithmetic is defined on the basis of the operation of the field it depends on, and the operation efficiency is the key, thus efficient realization of elliptic curve arithmetic is a crucial problem [2] [3] [4] . Fast realization of the elliptic curve relates to a variety of factors, research shows that scalar multiplication operation speed has a great influence on the realization of the elliptic curve speed. There are two aspects of the key issue of elliptic curve cryptosystem implementation: the first one is selection problem of random curve; the second aspect is the fast implementation problem of elliptic curve cryptosystem. To fast realize the elliptic curve cryptosystem, the key is to improve the computing speed. Computing speed is mainly enslaved to k times operations points, namely, Scalar Multiplication [5] [6] [7] .
The core algorithm in Elliptic curve cryptosystem is scalar multiplication, which is widely applied in encryption of ECC, decryption of ECC, public key protocols like ECDH、ECDSA and ECAES. The process of scalar multiplication is shown in the following formular. In the formular, P is a point on elliptic curve, k(0≤k≤n,n is the scale of point P) is a positive integer. According to the given protocol, point p is either a point one which can generate subgroup of E(GF(q))elements or a random point in this subgroup.
For some special curve or fixed point P, now there is a good algorithm. But for general curve or of random point P, there is still not a good method to quickly calculate kP [8] [9] [10] [11] . Computing scalar multiplication algorithm also has a lot of varieties, such as binary expansion method, signed binary method, m-ary, signed m-ary, Frobenius endomorphism method and the recently developed GLV method which uses complex-multiply, etc [12] [13] . At present IEEEP1363 standard given in the affine coordinates all under no connection Form (Non -Adjacent -Form, NAF) binary method is more commonly used, etc.
Hankerson put forward a rapid algorithm of multiplication based on polynomial and the fixed point comb algorithm. LuoTao had a deep research on the multiplication of the characteristics for 2 F 2 m finite field of elements in the polynomial and the optimal normal base said of and multiplication inverse fast algorithm. He also made an improvement to the rapid algorithm of multiplication based on polynomial and fixed point comb algorithm, which improve the computing speed, and had a research on the influence that ECC has on realizing efficiency. Using of kP for quick calculations is an idea that was first promulgated by Koblitz. However, Koblitz also pointed out that this method is not necessarily effective, since the type length (t) in exhibition type k=a0+a1φ+a2φ 2+…+at-1φ t-1,ai∈[0,1] is twice as much as the binary representation of k. In 1992, w. Meier and o. Staffebach completely transformed the exhibition type proposed by Koblitz, and make the method of using Frobenius to calculate kP very effective. Bai Guoqiang adopted an algorithm that using Frobenius endomorphism to fast compute elliptic curve scalar multiplication. For scalar multiplication kP of sub-domain curved E(F q n) defined in the F q (larger q), it proofs the existence of the short Frobenius exhibition type of k (as an endomorphism for E). And an efficient algorithm for calculation of this exhibition is given.
Bai Guoqiang and the others combined the safe sub-domains curve selection and fast Scalar Multiplication calculation in Frobenius exhibition type, first of all gave a class of secure elliptic curve based on computer word length, and gave the specific steps to select curves of this type in detail. For this kind of curve, he proposed a new method to fast calculate the scalar multiplication based on Frobenius. This kind of curve is easily to be selected and the time of using elliptic curve to calculate Scalar Multiplication can be greatly reduced.
In order to improve the speed of Scalar Multiplication, this paper mainly takes three aspects into consideration: the first one is to transform the integer k, making the representation of k improve the operation speed of Scalar Multiplication; the second one is to change the representation of P, replacing time-consuming operations by other less timeconsuming operations, such as coordinate transformation method; the third one is to save some point multiples (P) in the form of trading space for time, and then adopt the way of look-up table to improve the computation speed.
Traditional Fixed-base comb Algorithm
In scalar multiplication operation, the most basic algorithm is binary method. For this method, we represent integer with binary system, and conduct point-addition operation and multiple point operation. Under the worst circumstance, multiple point operation should be conducted (m-1) times, so should point-addition operation. However, under the best circumstance, multiple point operation should be conducted (m-1) times, while point-addition operation 0. Therefore, on average, multiple point operation should be conducted (m-1) times, while point-addition operation (m-1)/2 times, namely 0.5(m-1)A+(m-1)/2D. And pointaddition operation is represented by A, while multiple point operation is represented by D.
Currently, for scalar multiplication operation based on fix base point, the best methods are fix base window method and fix base comb method. The latter one is proposed by Lim and 
can be defined as Because of the all users share the same parameters in the elliptic curve cryptosystem, so expected algorithm can be used for the Scalar Multiplication of base point. That is to say, calculate certain multiples of basis points in advance and store them. When calculate the Scalar Multiplication, adopting the method of look-up table to calculate points that have been calculated, so that it can greatly improve the speed of scalar multiplication, thus fast implement the elliptic curve cryptosystem. Traditional Fixed-base comb algorithm is as follow, where x     denotes the smallest integer not less than x.
Copyright ⓒ 2013 SERSC Algorithm 1-Traditional Fixed-base comb algorithm Input:
Output:
Precomputation:
(2) Calculate all possible values of ( )
if bits is not enough on the left make up a 0.
Main calculation:
( )
has w 2 combinations, and there will be w 2 -1 possible conditions except that the value is zero, thus w 2 -1 points need to be stored for this algorithm. To calculate is time-consuming. For the whole cryptosystem, the multiple of each point that random digit k pre-calculate, that is to say, there is no precalculation value that can be shared by any random digit k. As a result, for each random digit k, we need to calculate its pre-calculation value. In this way, it is faster to calculate each kp, but it is not so fast for the whole system. In the process of realizing Elliptic Curve Cryptograph, to ensure the security, the size of random digit k should match the size of m.
 , we only need to calculate the pre-calculation value once, and it can be shared by all random digits. Although the speed of calculating kf when the digit of random digits is low, the speed of the whole system is enhanced since the pre-calculation is reduced.
This algorithm, quite similar to algorithm 1,
 , and the value of ( )
In the process of calculating scalar multiplication, although sometimes value of k is random, most of the data repeatedly appear; thus in the process of system implementation certain multiple fixed points of some calculation only need to be calculated once and stored in the database, and in the future scalar multiplication precomputation time can be saved, so the speed of the implementation of the whole system can be greatly improved, and using the database to store data can ease the pressure of the storage space.
For this characteristic, this paper precompute some multiple of base point and stores it in the database, in the calculation of the scalar multiplication, calls the data in the database directly. This method makes the point of precomputation in the original algorithm in the database form, if using data then call it up from the database. Before the start of the algorithm, whether the database has the point that needed by the algorithm should be checked first. If the point does not exist, then compute and save it first; else if the point appeared before, then start algorithm directly. At the beginning of the algorithm first call the data in the database, stores it in the cache, and then begin the main operation of the algorithm. The algorithm can improve the speed of the algorithm quickly, and the authors call it improved algorithm 2, a detailed description is as follows:
Algorithm 2-improved fixed-base comb algorithm Input:
Window w ( )
(1) Call the data in a database: 
Stores the points of 
Power Analysis Attack Methods and Defense
For the safety of algorithm, safety of encryption chip used to be analyzed from the aspect of mathematics. However, the appearance of power analysis attack leads people to start to analyze security of chip from the angle of hardware.
Modern encryption devices all adopt integrated circuit which is composed of several silicon transistors. When the equipment is running, electric current can be generated when the charge is loaded or unloaded at crystal logic gate, and electric current releases the charge to other transistors. Charge movement consumes energy, and produces electromagnetic radiation, thus the transistor produces micro electrical activity. Most transistors of logic units in microprocessor are regularly arranged, thus through monitoring energy consumption, it is possible to identify the macro characteristics (e.g., the operation instruction of the microprocessor).
Therefore, methods to attack elliptic curve cryptosystem can be divided into two types.
One type is about various mathematics attack methods, such as Pohlig-Hellman method, BSGS method, Pollard's Rho method, Pollard's Lambda method, Multiple Logarithms method and Mor method. For the security, it can be ensured by selection of elliptic curve. Parameters of elliptic curve involve curve calculation scale and specific attack methods. References relate to this aspect will not be listed here due to the length of the article.
Another type of attack methods are from the perspective of computer, and are generally called side channel attack. Side channel attack is also called information disclosure attack, the core thought of which is to monitor various disclosed information generated from encrypting the software or the running of hardware. These disclosure information include the time of program running, consuming of energy, the sound made from machines and electromagnetic radiation made from hardwares. Analyze the monitored data and deduce the running process of the algorithm, and then break various secret information. Usually, we deduce from consuming of energy and time of the disclosed information, which are actually energy analysis attack and time analysis attack. On various occasions, side channel attack is theoretically more threatening than public key system. There are a number of cases that show side channel attack can break the whole public key system completely.
Summarize the current existing side channel attacks, and divide them into three types: power analysis attack, timing attack and fault analysis attack.
Power analysis attack can also be divided as simple power analysis, shortened as SPA and differential power analysis, shortened DPA.
SPA Attack
SPA attack is the weakest side channel attack, which can deduce the secret information the machine uses in running through the power consuming information tested from public key devices.
Processor performs different operations, its energy consumption is not the same. SPA can identify the differences of replacement and displacement in DES, the difference of multiplication and exponent arithmetic in RSA, and the difference of ECADD(Elliptic curve point operation) and ECDBL (elliptic curve point times operation) in ECC. In SPA attack, the attacker can find the relationship between the energy consumption and the data it deal with (the key) by directly observing the energy consumption curve while smart card generating encryption. For a successful SPA attack, the attacker must know internal details of the algorithm in smart card.
SPA attack method is simple. Energy consumption curve can be generated in the algorithm encryption as long as the smart card is inserted. From Figure 1 , we can clearly see the differences of energy consumption. Peak appears in Figure 1 is the energy consumption value when ki = 1. Through this curve, we can directly get the positions of binary 0 and 1 of ECC key k, so as to get the key.
Figure 1. Shows the Energy Consumption Curve of Basic Scalar Multiplication
Defense methods against SPA mainly consider two aspects, the first is to make the ECADD and ECDBL indistinguishable during execution, that is to say we can not tell from the energy consumption curve which one of them is performed at a certain moment, ECADD operation or ECDBL operation. The second is to eliminate the dependence of the scalar multiplication on special bit in key k. Such as the square -multiply fast algorithm, no conditional transfer of bit 0 and 1, and executive ECADD and ECDBL operation for each bit; for window algorithm and comb algorithm, make the value of each window and comb teeth nonzero. By inserting pseudo-instruction is in the main operation, ECADD and ECDBL are divided into bypass atomic unit (side-channel Atomic block), so that continuous bypass atoms units present during the execution of scalar multiplication, thus resist SPA. But these two operations have a defect, namely, the special requirements for the order of elliptic curve. The former operation requests that # E can be divided exactly by 4, while the latter one requests #E can be divided exactly by 3. And both cases are not applicable to the elliptic curve recommended by the NIST.
DPA Attack
The DPA attacks has a similar basic idea with SPA attack, it uses energy consumption curve generated by the same key to encrypt, uses error correction techniques and statistical analysis method to find out their nuances, so as to get the key information. Algorithm that is able to resist SPA attack may not able to resist t DPA attack, since DPA attack is more universal than SPA attack. DPA attack has a wider attack range than SPA. At present, all kinds of common encryption algorithms have the corresponding DPA attack methods, and is difficult to resist. The reason for the attack is because the private key k is fixed, and the base point P is known. DPA precautions are based on these two factors, namely, the effective hiding of k and P.
And the same goes to RPA, ZPA, HO-DPA and address power analysis attacks, which will not be discussed.
Analysis of Defense
For fixed point comb algorithm, after an analysis of the improved algorithm, the authors conclude that the k value of all the columns does not exist zero in this algorithm. There is no possible difference of energy consumption observed by SPA; looping statements in operation mode is fixed, which is DADA... DADA, in this step SPA cannot observe the difference of energy consumption. The main operation of the last step also does not return according to k parity, if k for odd, return the Q, else return the Q -P. Because when k is even one more ECADD operation should be executed than k is odd, so when k is even the energy consumption at the end is more than when k is odd, this will leak the least significant bits of information of the key k. The SPA, can detect value of k0, it will reduce the key search space by half. Thus, the authors conclude that the security of improved algorithm 1 is not hopeful, No SPA attack defense, not to mention the resistance to DPA attack, so modify the improved algorithm 1 to make it not only can resist SPA and DPA attack, but also can resist RPA and ZPA attack.
Improved Fixed-base Comb Algorithm
Based on SPA and DPA attack principle, the main idea of fixed-base comb algorithm is hidden non-zero of k, in order to avoid exposing the position of 0 or1 to the key k through the energy consumption curve, which leads to the disclosure of the entire key. In addition, the final output k value will cover up to avoid leakage; the second is masking P of the knowability, make the attacker not able to make accurate judgment of the scalar multiplication process P value. Therefore introduces stochastic point, which will combine the P value and the value of random point; of course, the algorithm to eliminate random point to scalar multiplication influence, makes the calculation results remain unchanged. Set # E for elliptic curve order, # EP = O, R for elliptic curve on a random point. Make # E = s + k (k, s length for n bits), it is kP = kP + # ER = kP + (s + k) R = k (P + R) + sR. Because of the joining-in of the random point R, P becomes unsure; at the same time scalar multiplication process intermediate variable value and auxiliary register value in each of encryption process are not the same. Below the authors use the above principles to improve the improved algorithm 1 further, and put forward its resistance to energy attack algorithm. Specifics are as follows:
The algorithm steps of the improved fixed-base comb algorithm are as follows: Algorithm 3-new improved fixed-base comb algorithm Input:
Window w, ( )
(3) Calculated the value of the column of
(4) Generate a random point R on the elliptic curve.
(5) P P R ′ = + (6) The data in the database is called:
2 s ,.., 
Or Return(Q).
The Algorithm 3 for k in both even and odd processing, whether k is even or odd in the main calculating, finally a ECDBL and ECADD operation will be carried out. The algorithm can effectively resist SPA attack.
Analysis of Improving the Performance of the Algorithm
In the algorithm 3, two circumstances return values of k parity are both considered, so it can resist SPA attack; And due to the introduction of random point R, make the attacker can not estimate the value of P, the distinguishing function can not classify the energy curve, thus unable to get the correct difference energy consumption, so that the algorithm 3 effectively prevent the DPA attacks. The following part is the analysis of the improved performance of the fixed basis points comb method.
From the Table 1 , it can be seen that the algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 can't resist any energy analysis attack, but their computation and storage capacity are all very low. The improved fixed base comb method can resist all the four kinds of the attack, but it also increases the amount of computation, and storage volume is increased as well. So it is easy to conclude, computation and storage capacity of higher resistance against performance algorithm will also come along with growth. Resistance to energy analysis against performance is higher, the requirement of storage is higher, while the speed is slower; Resistance to energy analysis against performance is lower, the requirement of storage is lower, and the speed is faster. 
Table1. Fixed base Comb Method and the Improved Performance Comparison

Conclusion
In this paper, the original fixed base comb algorithm is improved. Using the database to replace the pre-calculation in order to reduce the speed of the algorithm, the authors analyze the security of the algorithm. On the basis of several attack performance, this paper proposes improvement strategy of fixed-base comb algorithm, acquires higher resistance energy analysis attack skills.
For existing various fast scalar multiplication algorithms on general curve, the computing speed depends on binary representation of k. The cause of this situation is because the starting points of elliptic curve are point operations and multiple points operations, if these two basic operations are replaced by point operations and three points operations, all kinds of fast algorithms should become algorithms based on ternary representation of k. Owing to the represented length of k has been shortened, this method can accelerate the computational speed. But in this case every three points operation needs more underlying operations at the same time, so it may make the total effect of this method not obvious. Further research should be done for this area.
